Prospective treatment planning to improve locoregional hyperthermia for oesophageal cancer.
In the Academic Medical Center (AMC) Amsterdam, locoregional hyperthermia for oesophageal tumours is applied using the 70 MHz AMC-4 phased array system. Due to the occurrence of treatment-limiting hot spots in normal tissue and systemic stress at high power, the thermal dose achieved in the tumour can be sub-optimal. The large number of degrees of freedom of the heating device, i.e. the amplitudes and phases of the antennae, makes it difficult to avoid treatment-limiting hot spots by intuitive amplitude/phase steering. Prospective hyperthermia treatment planning combined with high resolution temperature-based optimization was applied to improve hyperthermia treatment of patients with oesophageal cancer. All hyperthermia treatments were performed with 'standard' clinical settings. Temperatures were measured systemically, at the location of the tumour and near the spinal cord, which is an organ at risk. For 16 patients numerically optimized settings were obtained from treatment planning with temperature-based optimization. Steady state tumour temperatures were maximized, subject to constraints to normal tissue temperatures. At the start of 48 hyperthermia treatments in these 16 patients temperature rise (DeltaT) measurements were performed by applying a short power pulse with the numerically optimized amplitude/phase settings, with the clinical settings and with mixed settings, i.e. numerically optimized amplitudes combined with clinical phases. The heating efficiency of the three settings was determined by the measured DeltaT values and the DeltaT-ratio between the DeltaT in the tumour (DeltaToes) and near the spinal cord (DeltaTcord). For a single patient the steady state temperature distribution was computed retrospectively for all three settings, since the temperature distributions may be quite different. To illustrate that the choice of the optimization strategy is decisive for the obtained settings, a numerical optimization on DeltaT-ratio was performed for this patient and the steady state temperature distribution for the obtained settings was computed. A higher DeltaToes was measured with the mixed settings compared to the calculated and clinical settings; DeltaTcord was higher with the mixed settings compared to the clinical settings. The DeltaT-ratio was approximately 1.5 for all three settings. These results indicate that the most effective tumour heating can be achieved with the mixed settings. DeltaT is proportional to the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) and a higher SAR results in a higher steady state temperature, which implies that mixed settings are likely to provide the most effective heating at steady state as well. The steady state temperature distributions for the clinical and mixed settings, computed for the single patient, showed some locations where temperatures exceeded the normal tissue constraints used in the optimization. This demonstrates that the numerical optimization did not prescribe the mixed settings, because it had to comply with the constraints set to the normal tissue temperatures. However, the predicted hot spots are not necessarily clinically relevant. Numerical optimization on DeltaT-ratio for this patient yielded a very high DeltaT-ratio ( approximately 380), albeit at the cost of excessive heating of normal tissue and lower steady state tumour temperatures compared to the conventional optimization. Treatment planning can be valuable to improve hyperthermia treatments. A thorough discussion on clinically relevant objectives and constraints is essential.